
In Figs. 2 and 3, EQ outperforms HT at high Eh/N0 despite EQ 
having the most severe dispersion owing to the rays that are evenly 
spaced with equal energy. This is because with HT and EQ channels, 
the TOCIR has an effective length of seven and six taps, respective&, 
while only six taps results from channel estimation. 
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HT, having the worst delay spread is observed to be 2 dB worse than 
TU at lo-' with four- and two-state RSSE, while EQ is -4 dB worse 
than TU at IO-' with four- and two-state RSSE, although it is a 
somewhat unrealistic scenario. 

In general, at a BER of an average degradation of about 0.5 
and 2.6 dB is observed with four- and two-state RSSE, respectively, 
across all profiles when compared with eight-state RSSE. Although a 
significant degradation is observed for two-state, it is compensated for 
by the low number of states required for equalisation and hence 
computation complexity. 

Conchtsioii: The T/2-spaced RSSE is proposed to achieve practical 
equalisation and receiver complcxity reduction simultaneously. A pre- 
filter is required to transform the OCIR into its minimum/maximum 
phase equivalent to suit bi-directional equalisation. The proposed 
method is shown to cope with the various GSM channel conditions at 
a low complexity of four states with slight degradation in performance. 
Although significant degradation is experienced with two-state RSSE, a 
BER in the region of IO-' at the equaliser output prior to forward 
error correction is of particular interest in mobile communications. 
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Optimum size of soft handover zone in 
power-controlled UMTS downlink systems 

Y. Chen and L. Cuthbert 

Soli handovcr has two opposing ctrccts on UMTS downlink systems, 
and there is a tradc-off between them. Thc optimum sizc of thc soli 
handover zonc is analyscd in a power-controllcd UMTS downlink 
system. The sensitivity of this optimum size to different systcm 
parameters, such as downlink orthogonal factor, path loss exponent, 
shadowing Fading variable, is also analyscd. 

lnfroditction: Soft handover is a technology used in code division 
multiple access (CDMA) systems to improve the perceived quality of 
service (QoS) [I]. Much research has been carried out on soft 
handovcr, mostly focused on the algorithms of soft handovcr and its 
impact in the uplink direction [2, 31, or in the downlink direction 
without considering power control [4]. Motivated by the asymmetric 
Internet services of UMTS, in this Letter we analyse the trade-off 
between the positive and the negative effects of soft handover on a 
power-controlled downlink system. The optimum size of the soft 
handover zone is obtained and its sensitivity to different systcm 
parameters is analysed. 

Analysis; We consider a perfect power-controlled UMTS downlink 
system with ideal hexagonal topology as shown in Fig. I .  The dotted 
area is the soft handover zone. All the mobiles in this area are in soft 
handover status. The coverage of the middle cell comprises three 
areas, R e ,  R,, and R,  being the effective radius of different areas, 
respectively. Assuming a uniform distribution of users and norrpal- 
ising the radius of each cell, the density of users (1 equals 2.N/343. N 
is the number of active users per cell. Path loss and shadowing losses 
are considered and the radio channel is modelled as in [3]. 

We analyse mobiles in the different areas separately. In the case of 
mobiles outside the soft handover zone, the desired signal and the intra- 
cell intcrfercnce I;,,,,,, comes from their serving basc station BSO; the 
inter-cell interference I,,,,,,. comes from all the nearby basc stations. 
Here we consider the base stations in the first and second tiers around 
BSo . Ignoring thermal noise, the received bit energy-to-interference 
power spectral density ratio E,,/I,, is 

p ?-z lOT"/"' 

(plOlL,, - P,)(I - ;J)r;" I O ~ U ~ ' "  + 
(1) _ _ - _ .  E/, w I1 0 

I X  

i= I 

- 
I ,  Rv 10"''" 
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where W i s  the chip rate, R is the service bit rate, 1' is the activity factor, 
Po is transmit power for the mobilc from LIS0, rll and ri are distances 
from the mobilc to LISlI and SS,, a is the path loss exponent, ( is the dB 
attenuation owing to shadowing, with a standard deviation of 0 and y is 
the orthogonal factor, reflecting the orthogonality of downlink channels. 

Son handover zone within the planned coverage of ESg 

Soft handover zone outside the planned coverage of 8Sg 

Fig. 1 Sqft hutidover zone and efl&ive cell coverage 

Under the perfect El,/Il)-based downlink power control, according to 
the 'no better, no worse' principle, the received Eh/l,) of all the mobiles 
is controlled to equal the target value, (.E,,/ll~)l Thus, from ( I )  we can 
obtain the transmit power to a particular inobile outside the soft 
handover zonc 

r I R  /*. \ -2 1 

From (2), we can see that Po is related to the location of the mobile. 
This is because in the downlink direction the inter-cell interference 
sources are nearby base stations, and they arc fixed. 

To the user inside the soft handover zone, the desired signal is 
obtained by combining signals coming from all the base stations in the 
active set. Here we consider two base stations involved in soft handover, 
BS, and BSI . The actual macrodiversity gain dcpcnds on the combining 
stratcgics. Applying maximal ratio combining strategy, thc E/,/I, of a 
mobile inside the soft handovcr zone is 

10Co/l" -=- E/, W 0 I1 

I,, i:R I X  
(Prolo/ - Pb)(l - y)rO1O'./'~ + P,o,<,/r;lO~JIo 

, = I  

where Po and are the transmit power from LIS, and BSl , respcctively. 
Po= F", when using straightforward power division strategy [4]. Since 

the transmit power from BS,, for a mobile which is inside the soft 
handover zone can be cxpresscd as 

90 

where i is the ratio of thc power for dedicatcd channels to the total 
power PlOli,/. Substituting p,  (2) and (4) to (5) ,  we can obtain the 
downlink capacity N with implementing soft handover throughout the 
system. By comparing the capacity with soft handover to that without 
soft handover, which corresponds to R,, = R,  the effects of soft handover 
on the power-controlled UMTS downlink systems can be obtained. 

Results crird conclusions: For a UMTS downlink system supporting 
12.2 Kbit/s AMR speech service, the downlink capacity gain as a 
function of the R, with diffcrcnt paranietcrs is shown in Fig. 2. 
Distribution of uscrs is assumcd to be uniform. The parameter 
values for the analysis are taken from practical ranges of about 
x=4 ,  ;.=OX, y=0.6 and n = 8 d B .  
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Fig. 2 Dou~nliiik cupcit.v gain nguiirsr norii~ulised R, ivitli dfferenr a, 7 ,  
and cr 
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From the results we can see that all the curves have a peak, 
corresponding to the optinium value of R,  . Thus, to obtain maximum 
downlink capacity, thcre is an optimum size of soft handover zone. If 
the size continues to increase, the downlink capacity will decrease 
owing to the more negative effect of soft handover. Note that since 
power control already optimises the allocation of radio resource, the 
soft handover impact on the downlink capacity is not as pronounced as 
in systems that do not apply pomer control in the downlink direction 
[5] .  The maximum capacity gain under the assumptions in this Letter is 
-5%. 

A further conclusion is that the optimum size is sensitive to path loss, 
shadowing and the downlink orthogonality, as shown in Fig. 2. The 
optimum values of nonnalised R, are 0.813, 0.856, 0.871, and 0.907. In 
a radio environment with less path loss and shadowing phenomena, the 
maximum capacity gain caused by soft handover is higher. The better 
the downlink orthogonality, the larger the optimum size of the soft 
handover zone and the higher the maximum downlink capacity gain can 
be obtained from soft handover. 
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